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WHO  ARE  WE?
ABOUT US
STEAM Powered Kids is a private education company based on the Gold
Coast of Australia providing learning enrichment programs in Science,
Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics. The main office is based on
the Gold Coast of Australia and we have been operating for over 3 years. 

We have successfully developed and delivered several high-quality STEM
education programs for students 3-17 years of age. Our primary services
provide themed workshops, school incursions, afterschool clubs and school
holiday programs for young children. Our team comprises of STEM
professionals in the industry as well as qualified and specialist STEM
teachers with Tertiary qualifications. 

Our company is on a mission to close the gap between STEM-based and non-
STEM based professionals in both Australia and worldwide. Part of our
mission is also to close the gender gap in STEM field interests. Our ultimate
goal is to motivate, encourage, educate and mentor as many young children
and provide them with the knowledge and understanding of STEM concepts
and help them apply the knowledge to create practical solutions to local and
global problems.
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Introductions and prior knowledge discussion
Interactive video on the universe 
Identify and build a model of our solar system
Understand the recent space exploration and advancements
Build a lunar habitat

We are all space dust! All spaced out is an interactive incursion that will
spark students curiosity about space and advancements in space
exploration. We investigate earths position space and have fun modelling the
solar system, neighbouring stars and galaxies. Students will be guided
through several fun activites.

EARTH  & SPACE  SCIENCE
ALL SPACED OUT
GRADES - PREP - 6
DURATION: 1HR
COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will learn the main celestial bodies that are in our solar system
Understand the vastness and scale of the universe

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW
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Introductions and prior knowledge discussion
Learn the Earths place in our solar system ,its rotation and changes that
bring us night/day and the season.
Size comparison of the moon and earth relative to the Sun
Understand the role of the moon and its effects on earth
Demonstration of centripetal forces and gravity
Understand the earth spheres and the layers of the earth
Learn about space exploration and explore the forces needed to launch
a rocket into space

ACTIVITIES

Earth is a blue planet with covered in water. With its wide variety of climates
and weather, Earth has an amazing range of lifeforms that have adapted to
every imaginable environment. Earth is truly one of the most beautiful
planets in our solar system!

EARTH  & SPACE  SCIENCE
PLANET EARTH
GRADES - PREP - 6
DURATION: 1HR , COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students investigate the earths unique positioning in the solar system 
Awareness of gravity, centripetal force, earths unique spheres, size and
positioning in the solar system 

BOOK NOW
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EARTH  & SPACE  SCIENCE

Introductions and prior knowledge discussion
Mars scavenger hunt
Discuss main technologies required to set up a habitat 
Build a habitat and Mars rover 

ACTIVITIES

There has been a lot of fuss about Mars in the past few years. Mars is a
fascinating planet. It’s icy cold and covered in reddish dust and dirt. Like
Earth, it has volcanoes, gullies, and flat plains. Over the years, we’ve sent
four robotic vehicles, or rovers, to learn more about Mars. And NASA’s fifth
Mars rover, Perseverance, landed on the Red Planet in February 2021!

MISSION TO MARS
GRADES - 6 - 8
DURATION: 1HR , COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students investigate the unique features of Mars 
Understand the challenges we will face in order to make Mars a
habitable planet 

BOOK NOW
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PHYSICAL  SCIENCE

LIGHT & SOUND
GRADES - 1-4
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Using a sensory approach, students will investigate how light and sound
are generated, transmitted and received
Students explore light and sound in our everyday life 

Introductions and Discussion 
Demonstration of how light travels through different objects and how it is
absorbed and reflected. 
Look at the light spectrum and conduct a UV light investigation
Visualise Sound vibration demonstration with a vibration speaker 
Make a string instrument from everyday household materials
Participate in a group activity to build a wave machine

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Students investigate the characteristics of light and sound through sensory
methods. We look at the main characteristics of light and sound and conduct
practical hand-on activities and demonstrations to reinforce the behaviour of 
 light and sound as both particles and waves.
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PHYSICAL  SCIENCE

STATES OF MATTER
GRADES - 1-3
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students explore the changes of state that occur between liquids, solids
and gas.

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Conduct material classification activity in an interactive group game
Demonstrate the properties of solids liquids and gases
Investigate the change in viscosity of a liquid due to temperature
Gas expansion group activity

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

A fun incursion designed to explore the 3 main states of matter. Solids,
liquids and gases are explored using creative games, demonstrations and
hands-on activities. We also investigate materials that act as both liquids and
solids. Students get the opportunity to reflect on the concepts and the end of
the session
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PHYSICAL  SCIENCE

FUN WITH POLYMERS
GRADES - 1-3, 4-6
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
 We explore various types of polymers that exist in our everyday life both
man-made and natural.

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Polymer chains activity
Create some super bouncy slime
Investigate super absorbant polymers and uses of them in everyday life 

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Polymers are everywhere in our daily life from plastics to our DNA. The term
polymer is often used to describe plastics, which are synthetic polymers.
However, natural polymers also exist; rubber, wood, and even Proteins are
natural polymers made up of amino acids, and nucleic acids (DNA and RNA)
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BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCES

MICRO VILLAINS & HEROS
GRADES - 3-6
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $12/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students understand the basic behavior of viruses, bacteria and fungi
Understand good hygine practices

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Viruses, Bactrial and Fungi demonstartion
Desinger bugs activity
Hand hygine demonstration activity
Under the microscope activity

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

This fun workshop involves investigating the invisible and mysterious world
of Microbiology. We will explore and learn about the big influence of these
tiny organisms with activities delivering a different perspective about our
world.STEM Concepts explored: bacteria, viruses, microbiology &
epidemiology
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BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCES

THE HUMAN BODY
GRADES - 3-6
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $12/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Explore the main systems in the human body
Investigate some main organs and their functions

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
What is DNA?
DNA spiral build and protein game.

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

The human body is complex and amazing it is the most extraordinary
machine in the world. This incursion will explore some interesting facts about
the human body, by exploring several systems such as the circulatory system,
digestive system, skeletal system, nervous system and more...
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BIOLOGICAL  SCIENCES

FORENSIC SCIENCE
GRADES - 3-6 ,6-8
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students explore the various functions that are involved in solving
crimes and gain insight into forensic science careers 
Understand types of blood splatter patterns

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Forensic science methodolgies  - Black light activity
Blood splatter pattern activity

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Step into the world of forensic science and participate in some fun Science
and Technology activities. Understand and learn how cutting-edge
developments in science and technology are applied to investigations and
how to evaluate evidence and think like a forensic scientist.
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

MINI BOTS
GRADES - 3-6 ,6-8
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $15/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Engineering design process
Identify and learn the basic functions of simple circuits and electronic
components

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Designing our bot
Bot build activity
Discussion, presentation and knowledge extensions

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

The robotics' industry is growing at a rapid rate. It has evolved from simple
assembly line machines to more complex, intelligent systems that can help
the military and police as well as for use in medical research and
development.
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

DIGITAL BLING
GRADES - 1-6,3 -6 
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Understand basic electronic components
Understand the basics of a simple circuit 

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Simple circuit activity
 Deisgn your own digital bling activity

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Bring out the inner fashionista! we design and build cool wearable electronic
accessories. This is a hosted tinker project that looks at basic circuit theory.
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

CRYPTOGRPAHY
GRADES - 6-8
DURATION:  1 HOURS , COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students explore various types of cipher techniques used in the past. 
Students understand the importance of encryption and decryption. 

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Invenstigate the various types of cipher techniques
Code breaker - activity 1
Code breaker  - activity 2

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Cryptography — the science of secret writing — is an ancient art; the first
documented use of cryptography in writing dates back to circa 1900 B.C. This
incursion is a fun cryptic challenge for budding code breakers and
mathematicians. We have 5 rounds of challenges including Cipher techniques,
Number Phrases, texting, Transposition, Pencil Code , Binary and Error Checking.
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

AWSOME ENGINEERING
GRADES - 1-6 ,7-9
DURATION: 1HR, COST: $13/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Understand the main types of engineering and careers
Understand the engineering design process 

Introduction and Discussion of prior knowledge
Engineering design process
Activity Structures and materials activity - Civil and Chemical engineering
Activity Making things move - Electronics and Mechanical Engineering 

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Join us as we dive into the past and journey through history to revisit engineering
feats and explore some of our modern-day engineering marvels. From projectile
weaponry, pyramids of Giza, Taj Mahal, Burj Kahlifa to the International space
station. We look at the important role engineering has played in our everyday lives.
The workshop explores the engineering design process and students participate in
some fun challenges
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

ROBOTICS & CODING
GRADES - 3-8
DURATION: 2HR, COST: $15/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Understand the the basics of robotics and coding

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
Using the VEX GO platform students construct and code a robot to
perform tasks.
 

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Step into the world of forensic science and participate in some fun Science and
Technology activities. Understand and learn how cutting-edge developments in
science and technology are applied to investigations and how to evaluate evidence
and think like a forensic scientist.
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ENGINEERING  & TECHNOLOGY

HACKING STEM PROJECTS
GRADES - 6-9
DURATION:  3 HOURS , COST: $15/STUDENT

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Explore the basic anatomy of the human hand
Build and test a flex sensor and visualise data 

Introductions and Discussion of prior knowledge
What is biomedical engineering and human prosthetics?
Anatomy of the human hand
Build a flex sensor
Test the flex sensor

ACTIVITIES

BOOK NOW

Microsoft Hacking STEM Projects are highly engaging half day workshops
that look at biomedical engineering and data visualisation. Using small
microcontrollers we build sensors to detect movement and emulate a human
hand.
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